Jean White
Oregon State has grac ed Ashland High with a second young graduate this year. Along with Sara Larson, (Mrs.) Jean White, a 1979 graduate of the University, will be teaching English, and instructing the annual class. The well spoken, amiable White will also act as the rally squad advisor. Today herself in shape for the long school day, White said she "likes jogging in the woods, the evening about three miles." While going on college at Oregon State, she said she enjoyed skiing at Mt. Ashland, and is "looking forward to the skiing at the mountain this year." The attractive teacher said "I plays a busy game of golf but enjoys the sport." Along with athletics she re- laxes through her enjoyment of jazz and reading. While at Oregon State, Jean White was in the same career as our new P.E. teacher, Mrs. Sara Larson.

Sara Larson
A teaching package of excitement, skill and enthusiasm is wrapped delightfully together in the new girls P.E. teacher, Mrs. Sara Larson.

The young blonde graduate of Oregon State commented that she is looking forward to the coming year, saying, "It should be great.

Sara Larson displayed a warm delightful personality when she talked of her role in the physical education department. "The class should be interesting, she projected, working with boys and girls at the same time." Medford in the home of Sara Larson at this time, but she said Ashland is her favorite and she will be moving here very soon. Betty Kimball, the other girls P.E. teacher said, "Mrs. Larson will do a good job, she has a good personality, and gets along with the kids real well."

Coaching will occupy Sara Larson talents during the fall with gymnastics and during the spring with track.

Target Plan In Second Year
Ashland High School is beginning its second year of a "teacher target system." The system is a required state-wide effort.

Purpose of the target system is to improve the quality of teaching in the schools. Teachers discuss with administrators what they should be able to accomplish in class, then set certain goals for the three weeks during the year the administration and teachers will talk and decide whether the individual teacher's targets are being reached.

According to a H.S. principal Gaylord Smith, "The reason for the target system is not to decide which teachers should be hired or fired, but to help them to teach. We give them some suggestions and they can give their own ideas. Later we evaluate the teacher's improvement." He plans to work "very well.

Teacher William Lawrence commented, "I like the idea of the advertisement; you hate it but you like it. It's hard trying to reach these goals, but it's a good system. I think it's a good idea, and I think most other teachers like it too."